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Adnan is a talented and intelligent child , but his pronunciation 

of the letters stumbles in the letter R ,and this makes him a little 

sad , but his friends accept him and always encourage him to 

overcome the problem  

Today he is at his school with his peers Mazen, Adi and Amjad, 

who are from fraternal countries, but foreignness and travel 

have created them in Adnan's country, and they have been 

friends for a long time and with them a friend Marwan in the 

class 

In the classroom, the Arabic teacher came and today he studied 

the letter R, Adnan looked at the blackboard, then to his friends, 

and then he looked at the ground Marwan is a bit happy, he is 

the letter in his name 

As for Mazen, Adi and Amjad, they were a little confused, and the 

rest of the students in the class were thinking in R-words 



The teacher looked at his students and began to explain the 

pronunciation of the letter r, its words and how to write 

But he noticed that Adnan, the outstanding boy, did not 

participate, and soon the teacher linked the class with his 

problem with the letter  

But he was surprised at the state of his peers, so the teacher 

asked : What are you, my dears 

They answered: let the R-go away 

The teacher was surprised : he said how he leaves when he is 

present in names, movements, verbs and discrimination 

Isn't it the first letter in the( spring) season of roses and flowers 

And in the midst of freedom of speech, which every free person 

is proud of 
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And the last word is glad, which is a state of joy that we all seek 

The children hum and nod their heads emphatically, but not 

happily 



The teacher looked at Adnan and said, ' You have made the R 

letter more beautiful when you stutter in it, this is not your fault 

and we do not reject the R letter, this is the test of Allah, so look, 

are you patient and satisfied or have you mastered 

Adnan was silent and said: true, professor, but I am ashamed to 

stutter in front of someone and they will make fun of me 

The teacher was silent and then said : whoever stutters in the 

Qur'an while he is in the hands of Allaah, may Allaah reward him 

with two rewards, are you ashamed of people 

Adnan felt some confidence with regret that he thinks about his 

shyness from people  

He looked at the three boys and said, ' is he leaving or is he 

staying so that you can be happy 

The boys said: 'he stays but he goes from one word, he came in 

half separating two letters that we all love 

The teacher said: and what is that word 

 

⇐Read also: thoughts on the world Arabic Language Day 1443-

my language is my identity 
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Boys: war we did not leave our country ( Palestine – Syria – 

Yemen ) only because of the war 

If RA had left the word, it would have become love, peace and 

security 

Teacher: my sons the war is man-made, not man-made 

If man had changed the place of his greed, evil, goodness, love 

and peace, war would not have happened 

We have to spread love, peace and mercy everywhere, and to 

know that our Arabic language has united Arabs everywhere, 

the whole Arab world is one country, one language, one religion 

And now .. What do you think about whether he leaves or stays 

among us in goodness, mercy, tree and flower 

The class answered with one voice: he remains among us, 

shining like a moon and a prince 

Here Adnan echoed his beautiful innocence: rejoice, Marwan, 

who will change the world with mercy and goodness, we will 

draw the spring of the world Everyone laughed and sang along 

 


